WEEK 5

SUPER SPLASH
SUMMER
FUN PACK

Recreation and Parks Department

SUPER SPLASH
SUMMER FUN PACK
Day 1

Day 5

Water Balloon Free Play
Water BalloonTarget Toss

Drip Drip Drop
Seashell turtle

Nautical Rope Bracelet
Make A Water Soaker

Edible Fishing Rods

Day 2

Snack!

Day 3

Make a Lighthouse
Frozen Shirt Challenge

Day 4

Popsicle Beach Sign
Sponge Tag
Check out the Municipality of Shelburne
Youtube on Tuesdays for a Fun Pack Video
Ensure you are being Sun Safe while
outside!

Take photos and share it
with #SummerFunPack

SUPER SPLASH
DAY 1

Water Balloon
Fight!
Supplies

Water Balloon
Target
Toss
Supplies

Instructions

Instructions

Bowls
Water Balloons

Inflate a bunch of your water
balloons
Split them in two bowls that are
half filled with water, this helps
prevent them from popping
Put the bowls at opposite ends of
an outdoor space.
Start your water fight!

Paper
Water Balloons

On a piece of paper write different
scores and cut it out
Put the scores around an outdoor
area
Using the water balloons try to hit
the pieces of paper
Person with the largest score
wins!

SUPER SPLASH
DAY 2
Make a Water
Soaker
Supplies

Instructions

2 Sponges , String

Start by cutting each sponge lengthwise into 4 pieces
Take 4 sponge pieces and lay them side by side and stack 4 more directly on
top of them.
Next, take a piece of string and tie it around all the sponge pieces.
Make sure to pull the string very tight and knot it.
Cut off the excess string.
Dip your sponge balls in the buckets of water and have a great water fight!

GO TO
MUNICIPALITY OF SHELBURNE'S
YOUTUBE PAGE TO WATCH A
VIDEO OF TODAY'S ACTIVITIES
AND INSTRUCTIONS

SUPER SPLASH
DAY 2
Nautical Rope
Bracelet

Instructions

Supplies

Lighter, Paracord, Scissors

Fold your rope in half
Wrap the right strands over and around the left strands
Pull the right strands through the loop you just made then tighten your figure eight
knot
About 3 inches from your figure eight knot, make 2 loops
Pull the left strand around and through the right strand
Pull the right strand through the loop you just made
Make another knot by wrapping the right strand around the rope
Thread the left strand through the loop you made on the right, tighten
Thread the ends through the loops
Tighten the loops, now cut and melt the ends that exit from the knot
Adjust the bracelet to your size
Tie a closure knot by taking the right strand and looping it twice around the left
strand and threading it through. Cut and melt the excess

GO TO
MUNICIPALITY OF SHELBURNE'S
YOUTUBE PAGE TO WATCH A
VIDEO OF TODAY'S ACTIVITIES
AND INSTRUCTIONS

SUPER SPLASH
DAY 3

Frozen T-Shirt
Race

Supplies

Frozen T-Shirt or Piece of Cloth

Instructions

Using a T-shirt or piece of cloth
you don't mind getting dirty or
tearing,
For an extra bit of a challenge tie
knots in it before the next step
Soak it in water and then wring out
any extra water so it doesn’t drip
Place the shirt in a bowl as a ball
and then place it in your freezer
until fully frozen
Take your shirt out of the freezer
and go outside
You can time this next part to see
how long it takes you to thaw the
shirt and put it on!
Try to untie the knots so you can
wear your shirt or piece of cloth to
cool off
If you choose to hit it on the
ground or objects be careful not to
damage anything
This activity definitely needs adult
supervision

Make a
Lighthouse
Supplies
Large cup
Small cup
Tealight

Instructions

Take your supplies and lay them
out
You will want to decorate your
larger cup first as it will be the
base of your lighthouse, don't
forget to add doors and windows
so you can get in
By the way, make sure the part
where you drink from is facing the
ground so the bottom of the cup is
facing the sky
Now take your tealight and place it
on the top of the cup so it is held
still
The smaller cup will go over the
bigger cup so it is over the light
but stops before touching
Now you have your very own
lighthouse to find your way in the
dark

SUPER SPLASH
THURSDAY IN PERSON
ACTIVITY!
In Person Activity
Thursday July 9

While respecting guidelines and restrictions put in place due to COVID-19 we are
planning to do a socially distanced Sandcastle building contest.
This event will be led by our Summer Recreation Staff. We ask that parents
remain with their youth during this activity and ensure they are staying 2 metres
away from other families during the event.

Where

Roseway Beach

What

When

10:00 am 11:30 am

2 Metres Apart

We will be hosting an in person Sandcastle Building Competition! Come join
us at Roseway Beach to take part in the competition.
We understand getting active while being with others can be difficult during
times of physical distancing. This activity will be a great way to unlock
creativity and enjoy a day at the beach.
We ask that you ensure you wear clothing that is comfortable for the beach.
Please bring your own sunscreen and bug spray.
No lifeguards will be present at the event

SUPER SPLASH
SNACK
Edible Fishing Rods
Supplies

Pretzel Sticks
Licorice
Goldfish

Instructions

Peel your piece of licorice so you have some red string, try not to rip them, unless you
want more string
Tie one end of the licorice string to the end of a pretzel, this is your fishing rod
Now with the other end of the licorice, carefully tie it around a goldfish so, it looks like
you just caught it
And now you can eat it however you like, goldfish first, pretzel first, or even licorice
first (somehow)
If you are tired of using goldfish you can switch to new bait such as gummy worms
(always a good choice if you ask me), Swedish fish, or anything else you can think of
related to fishing. Good Luck catching the tastiest thing you can find.

SUPER SPLASH
DAY 4
Popsicle Stick
Beach
Sign
Supplies

Popsicle sticks Seashells
Small rocks
Paint
Glue
String
Instructions
Go to the beach and pick up some small rocks, shells and sand and bring them
home or do this at the beach
On newspaper or outside, lay out all of your supplies
Lay your popsicle sticks out flat and line them up lengthwise
Spread glue along the edges of the sticks and then put them together and hold
them there to create the sign
Now paint your sign however you like, but I suggest making waves on the
bottom and a sandy beach on the top, maybe some fish too (or your favourite
staff, right?)
After the paint dries take your glue and write words on your sign like "Beach" or
"Fun in the Sun". Before the glue dries dribble your sand over it so the sand
spells out what you wrote
And now you glue your shells and other beach items to your sign
Flip the sign over and glue two ends of the string to the top so you can hang it
You now have an awesome beach sign with a painting of me on it, right? Please?

Sponge
Tag
One person is "It" and has the sponge full of water while everyone else has to

run away so they won't be tagged
When someone does get tagged, the person who was it drops the sponge and
runs away while the one who was tagged spins in a circle 3 times then picks up
the sponge and tries to tagged the others. Play this until you are tired

SUPER SPLASH
DAY 5

Drip, Drip,
Drop

Supplies
Sponge
WATER

Instructions

SpongeAll the players, except the
first person who is ‘It’, sit in a
circle.
The ‘It’ person had a sponge
soaked with water and walks
around the circle, dribbling water
on the head of each player, saying
“dibble” (or Drip) each time until
they decide to ‘drench’, squeezing
all the water from the sponge on
someone, and saying “DRENCH!.”
(or drop)
That person then has to race the
person who is ‘it’ running around
the circle in the opposite direction
of the ‘it’ person.
If the person who is ‘it’ makes it to
the spot before the person who
was drenched then they become
‘it’ and the game continues.

Seashell Turtle

Supplies

Seashell
Green paint
Googly eyes

Instructions

Paper
Glue

Get a large-ish seashell and paint
it green, this will be your turtles
shell. You can add pieces of paper
to add spots or different colour
paint to make it unique
On your green piece of paper cut
out flippers, a tail and a head to
glue to the bottom of the shell, or
you can trace around the shell to
make a full body
Glue your paper to the shell and
then glue the googly eyes to the
head you cut out or to the shell to
make it look like it’s peeking out
from the shell for all you shy
children out there
You can add any more designs
that you would like or leave your
turtle as it is You may name it
“Crush” if you know what movie
that name is from, but if not you
can’t, sorry

